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St. Peters Church and the Curse of the Werewolf

Background information
The ruins of St Peters church lie to the north eastern edge of Stanton Low Country Park, near
Great Linford in Milton Keynes. The church itself dates from at least the early twelfth century,
and was originally built for the village of Stantonbury (including Stanton Low and Stanton
High).
In or around 1485 the Stanton Low locale was gripped by a ‘werewolf panic’. Throughout
much of continental Europe werewolf epidemics (and subsequent persecutions) were
relatively common at this time, and generally went hand in glove with witch trials and purges.
In Britain, however, where wolves had long been exterminated and were no longer a credible
threat, it was generally witches and not werewolves which were seen as the only real and
present evil.
Never the less, the village was gripped by primitive fear of the lycanthrope, and with livestock
being slain left right and centre, and children going missing – people began to leave. The
depopulation of Stanton Low began in earnest in 1487, and by 1516 the exodus was
complete.
In 1520 one Thomas Pipe – a seasonal farmhand – was captured by a militia and accused of
shape-shifting. He was taken into St Peters Church and restrained by the mob as two priests
attempted some kind of exorcism-cum-interrogation. During the ordeal, in which Pipe was
blamed for the demise of the settlement and the scattering of its families, the holy men
attempted to cast the demons from his body. Pipe was said to have writhed and snarled,
cursing that Stanton Low would never again thrive as a homestead, and that the church
building would ‘crumble to dust.’ He emitted a long, wolf-like howl, then died.
Over the next 400 years the area was repopulated at least twice, but each attempt was
doomed to failure, and the village was mysteriously deserted again on every occasion. The
only constant throughout this time was the church, but by 1950 – after seven hundred years
of religious service - this too was abandoned, and quickly fell into disrepair.
Whether the curse of the werewolf was to blame for the subsequent desertions, and what this
means for the current housing plans is a matter of some speculation, but even now – nearly
500 years after Pipe’s untimely demise – there are occasional reports of eerie howls coming
from the empty fields and ruins of Stanton Low on the night of the full moon.
http://www.derelictplaces.co.uk/main/religious-sites/28099-st-peters-church-cursewerewolf.html#.V3qq7vkrKUk
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22:15 Andy F was the only member filming inside the church area. At the time he was sitting
In the Chancel area of the church facing the Nave doorway. When he sensed something was
there with him in this area. Much so that this caused him to go and find Andy F to see if they
could pick up anything further. But nothing was found and the sense Andy F had had
previously had gone.
At the same time Andy G who was standing just outside the wall of the Nave with his EMF
detector did have a couple of spikes to around .9 from a base of .3 at the same time that Andy
F felt something pass by him form the direction where Andy G was standing.
Below – Map of St Peters Church

Olivus 3 EVP Experiment
Placing the EVP sound recorder next to the Olivus 3 in part of the wall of the Chancel both
devices were left on their own to operate without human interference with the following
results.
The following words came from the Olivus 3
Anthony – Mathew – Inhuman – general – Ride- Seat – Sting – Table – Send – Gilgamesh –
Thomas – Torrid - Tom Hat –summaries - count - Cattle – Tom Hound – Hat - Hat – Hound –
Rabid – Dig – Erect – men – ferment – cloth – hide – ten – clean – mothman – tell – Tom
penny – Talking – (Andy F and Andy G are then heard talking as they come into the area) –
hide - invader - 22:45 end of experiment
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